Introducing Lance Beloungie, SAGE Chess Instructor
and 2014 Maine Chess Player of the Year

“Two kings and two queens”
Lance Beloungie has played chess since age 4, having been taught by his father and
then honing his skills teaching kids in the neighborhood to play. He played competitive
Bridge in college when he found no chess players there, but in the 1970s be picked up
the game again and started playing competitively in Maine.
Beginning in Fall 2013 Lance has taught beginning and advanced Chess classes at
SAGE at the University of Maine at Presque Isle. He also directs the university chess
club there. Lance has coached the Caribou High School chess team for 15 years and is
the director of the Aroostook Chess League there.
For twenty years Lance has coordinated the Human Chess Game at the Fort Fairfield
Potato Blossom Festival and just recently did the same for SAGE members at the
March Kick Off event. (See photos below.) He got non-players and players alike to have
a great time moving around the giant floor chessboard, yelling BOOOOOOOOOOOO
and YEAH as critical moves were made to beat the opponent. Laughter could be heard
throughout the Campus Center as Rooks knocked off Pawns and Castles chased
Queens around the board!

In 2014 Lance was named Maine Chess Player of the Year, earning the highest number
of points for participation and number of wins in nine tournaments. For those interested,
he recommends the ChessMaine.net ( http://chessmaine.net/chessmaine/news/) for a
list of the top 200 players in the state and additional information about state
competitions.
Asked about the appeal of Chess, Lance replied, "The more you know, the less you
know. You learn by patterns and logic, then come across a violation of the principle."
Lance says he tends to go against the stereotype of the serious, buttoned-down chess
player. Instead he's much more dramatic, doing things like playing simultaneous games
of chess, in the dark, on a noisy bus en route home from high school chess
tournaments.
Two of Lance's SAGE students commented about their experiences in the SAGE chess
class. Sol Scott said, "In attending the chess classes with Chess Master Lance
Beloungie, I learned to honor the King, respect the Queen, watch out for angling
Bishops and hope the brave Knights can protect the Castle. I may be a Pawn in this
game but Lance has taught me the value of sacrifice. Try these teaching sessions by a
great master of the chess board to learn the tactics that make these engagements
enjoyable."
According to Carolyn Scott, "Learning Chess from Lance Beloungie is learning from one
of the best. His unique technique of teaching makes the game of Chess not only
exciting but fun. Lance instructs each student using patience and a dedication to the
proper learning of the intricate game of Chess."
Submitted by - Pam Crawford SAGE PR Volunteer.
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Picture credit “Two kings and two queens from the Lewis chessmen at the British
Museum.” Courtesy Wikimedia Commons.
	
  

